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COM(79)  336  final SUMMARY  --
1.  The  adoption by  the Council  on  14 April  1975  of  a  preliminary 
programme  of the European Conmrunities  for 
information policy \vas  the first stage  in 
on behalf of consumers. 
a  consumer  protection and  . 
the Community's  measures 
2.  At its meeting of  the  7.3.1979,  the  Commission approved  the 
guidelines  concerning  the policy and  the action programme of the 
European  Community with regard  to  consumers  and  an action programme 
was  drafted  in accordance with points  77,  78  and  7.9  of  the Mernorand:um 
anr:\exed  to  the  programme  address. 
3.  This programme,  which will have  a  duration of five years,  retains  in 
their entirety the  inspiration,  objectives and underlying principles 
of  the preliminary programme.  It should enable  the  Community  to 
continue and  intensify its measures  in this  field,  notably with 
regard  to  prices  and  services,  and  to help establish conditions  for 
improved  consultation between  consumers  on the  one hand  and  manufac-
turers  and retailers on  the other. CONTENTS 
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field of  consumer  protection  and  information  26 DRAFT  ACTION  PROGRAMME 
OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES  vJITH  REGARD  TO  CONSUMERS. 
I.  INTRODUCTION. 
lu  The  adoption  by  the Council  on  14 April  1975  of a  preliminary 
programme  of the European  Corrmrunity  for  a  consumer  protection 
and  information ~olicy was  the first stage in the  Comwunity 1 s 
measures  on  behalf of consumers. 
Measures  which were  taken  or:  scheduled  in accordance with this 
preliminary programme are  intended  to help  the  consumer  by 
protecting his  health,  his  safety and  his  economic  interest; 
by providing him with appropriate  information and  education; 
and  by  giving him  a  voice  in decisions which  involve him.  Very 
often these measures  have also resulted  in either eliminating 
non-tariff barriers  to  trade or harmonizing  the rules  of  corn-
petition by which manufacturers  and retailers must abide. 
A  summary  of the most  important work  carried out  since  1973, 
and  the results obtained,.will  be  found  in ax:  annex  to  the 
present document. 
2ft  The  purpose of this  programme  is  to  enable  the  Comm-
unity to continue and  intensify its measures  in this fieldand 
to  help establish conditions  ·~or  improved  consultation between 
consL~ers on  the  one  hand  and  manufacturers  and  retailers on 
the other. 
It will  be  no  surprise to  learn that  the  second  programme,  for 
which it is appropriate  to  envisage  a  duration of five  years 
if it is  to  be  fully  implemented,  retains  in entirety the 
inspiration,  objectives  ~nd underlying principles of the first. 
Like· its predecessor,  it is  primarily concerned  with  the  need 
to  enable  the  consumer  to act will  full  knowledge of  the 
facts,  and  to  hold  the  balance  between market  forces.  To  do 
this,  he  must  be able  to exercise  the  five  basic rights which 
the preliminary programme  conferred  on  him.  They are:-
./  .. - 2  -
- the right  to  protection of health and  safety 
- the right to protection of  economic  interests 
- t:he  right of redress 
- the right to  information and  education 
- the right of representation. 
:3.  Nevertheless  the current difficult economic  situation obliges . 
consumers  to  take more  care over  how  they use their  income,  so  as  to· 
gain the maximum advantage  from it, particularly as regards  the 
quality of goods  and  services  bought.  The  current situation is 
characterized  by  a  slowdown  in incomes  growth,  continuing structural 
unE~:mployment,  and  the various  economic  consequences  of the energy 
dependence  which affects most  member  states.  In these circumstances 
it becomes  extremely  important  to agree policies at the  Community 
level relating to  the  quality of  goods  and  services,  the  conditions 
affecting their supply,  and  the provision of appropriate  information 
to  the  consumer.  It follows  that more attention than previously 
must  be  given to  two  questions  which have  become  crucial to  the 
consumer,  namely: 
(i)  the price of goods  and  services,  regarding which  the  Commissio1 
already exerts  some  influence,  notably in the  Common  Agriculture 
Policy and  the Competition Policy, 
(ii)  the quality of services  - both public  and  private  - which 
account  for  an ever-growing  share of household  expenditure. 
'-~..  Moreover,  without  in any way  compromising  the five rights listed 
above,  the  consumer  policy,  which was  originally conceived  in a 
mai.nly  defensive aspect,  should  assume  a  more  positive and  open 
character.  It should aim to establish the conditions  in which  the 
consumer  can  become  a  full partner  in the preparat-ion and  implemen-
tation of  economic  decisions  which are  important  to,  him,  as  a  buyer 
or a  user,  and  which  very  largely determine his  living conditions. 
Th:f.s  rtew direction matches  the spirit and 
. I . 3 
the  Letter  of  the  definition of  the  consumer  given  in the preliminary 
1  program_me 
s.  There  are,  however,  several  prerequisites  to  such  a  policy,_notably 
(1)  that  whil~ continuing to voice  their  proper  conc~rns, 
· ·  ·  the  con.sumer  movement  take  into  .account  .,  more  than 
hitherto,  the  full  range  of  economic  and  social  implications 
.  ' 
·of the decisions  concerning  which  they might  wish  to  be  consulted; 
(2)  political  and  ·economic  deci-sion-makers  must  be  willing  to  take 
consumers'  views  into account  through the appropriate  channels  when 
preparing  and  implementing  decisions  which  are  Likely  to affect 
consumers'  interests  in the  short  or  Long  term. 
6.  The  Community's  efforts  should  b~ directed  towards  fulfilling  these 
conditions.  Steps  have  already  been  taken  along  these  Lines.  At  Community 
level,  consumer  opinion  has  been  taken more  andmo7e·into  consideration 
b  ·  ·  b  d'  d  ·  .  .  h  .  organisations  y  Commun1ty  o  1es  an  1nst1tut1ons.  Fot  t  e1r  part,  consurner7  are  be1r19 
progressively  drawn  ·into  considering  consumer  policy  in a  w·i der  contexL 
Neverthel~ss, there  is still some  way  to go. 
In particular  the  Community  should try to encourage  consultation  between 
consumer  and  manufacturing  representatives,  suppliers  o·f  public  or  private 
services  and  traders  in  order  that,  in  certain cases  solutidns  ·  may  be 
~eached which  will  satisfy all  the parties  in queition. 
7.  Although legislation both  at  national  and  Community  level  will  still be 
needed  in many  cases  in order  to ensure that  the  consumer  may  exercise 
the  fundamental  rights  listed above  and  see  that  the  m~~ket operates 
properly,; the  ~pplicatio~ ~f certain principles might  be  sought 
1 
··  .. 
11The  consumer  is .no  Longer  seen mereLy  as  a  purchaser  and  user  of 
goods  and  services  for  personal,  family  or  group  purposes  but  also 
as  a  person  concerned  with  the  various  facets  of  society  which 
may  affect  him  either directly or  indirectly as  a  consumer." - 4  -
by  other means,  such  as  the  establishment  of  specific  agreements  between 
~he various  interests  concerned  which  would  have  the  advantage  of  giving  consumer 
additional  assurances  of  good  sales practice.  The  Commission  will  endeavour  to 
facilitate  th~ elaboration  and  conclusion  of  such  agreements,on  an  experimental 
pases  ,  for  example,  in  certain fields  of  after-sales  service  and  in areas 
involving  aspects  of  professional  ethics.  Obviously,  the  use  of  this  formula 
should  not  in  any  case  prejudice  the  application of  existing  laws  and  regulation~ 
nor  exclude  the  implementation  of  these  in  cases  where  it would  become  manifestl: 
impossible  or  too delicate  a  task  to put  them  into effect. 
9.  To  sum  up,  the  new  programme  is  meant  to 
(1)  Continue  measures  to protect  and  inform  consumers,  begun  under  the 
previous  programme,  whose  inspirations, objectives  and  principles 
have  been  shown  to  be  confirmed.  As  a  general  rule,  the  Commission 
endeavours  to  take  account  of  consumers'interests  when  framing  any 
policy  having  a  bearing  on  cori~umers, notably  in  regard  to  agricultu~e, 
competition  and  industrial  policy. 
In  the  pursuit  of  such  measures,  the  problem  posed  by  prices  and  their 
·disparities, as  well  as  questions  of  the quality and  prices of  services 
cannot  be  ignored.  With  regard  to prices,  th~ Commission  should  give 
particular attention to  consumer  interests  in  the  definition and  in 
the  application of  Community  policies  which  can  influence  those  inte-
rests  (agriculture,  comp~tition, industry, etc.).  It  ~ill atso be 
appropriate  to  ensure  that  enquiries  conducted  by  the  Commission  in 
regard  to  price disparities  ar~ pursued  and  exploited to  a  greater 
extent  than  in  the past. 
(2)  seek  to create the  conditions  for  better dialogue  and  closer  consul-
tation between  representatives of  consumers,  producers  and  distributors. ..  - ·s  -
"  II.  IMPLEMENTATION'bF  THE  NEW  PROGRAMM~ 
10.  the  actio~s proposed  in.th~ d~~ft programme  ar~ set  out  in the order 
of  the .objectives  (already  p.~esented  ~nd approved ·in "the  prelimin_?_rY  ·• 
programme)  :  _ 
A.  Protection of  ·9ons~ers against  heait·h·:and safety ha.zards; 
·.  ...  . 
.  ' 
B.  "Protection of consumers'  ecqnomic ·interests; 
Co  Improvement  of consumers'  protection at· law  (assistan.ce,  advice and 
right to seek legal  remedy); 
D.  Improvement  of consumer education and  information; 
E.  Appropriate  consultation and  representation-of consumers  in the 
preparation of decisions affecting their interestso 
11~  The  programme  will  be  carried out  as  was  the  preceding  one,  by  using  the 
appropriate  means  laid  down  in  the  EEC  Treatyo  Bearing  in  mind  the  number 
of  interests  involved,  the  Commission  will  submit  proposals  for  measures. 
of  application to  a  wide  preliminary  consultation notably  though  its 
Consultative  Committees. 
12.  In  addition,  the  Commission  will  not  hesitate,  moreover~ to  ccintinue  its 
cooperation  with  international  bodies  such  as  the  Council  of  Europe  and  the 
OECD  and  to  use  their contributions  in this field. 6-
PROTECTION  OF  CONSUMER  AGAINST  HEALTH  AND  SAFETY  HAZA..'illS 
......,.._,;;,;;.,,;..;;,;;;.;.;;;...........  ..... -.  ,...  .. 
The  preliminary programme  laid do•m the  foll01rling  principles: 
(i)  Goods  and  sei~ices offered to  consumers  must  be  such that,  under 
normal or foreseeable  conditions of use,  they present  no  risk to the 
health or safety of consumersn  There  should be quick and  simple 
procedures  for withdrawing them  from  the market  in the event  df their 
presenting such risks. 
In  ge.:1.eral,  consmnere  should. be  informed  in an  appropriate manner of any 
r•J;:.1;:  Li.ald.o  t,,.:,  rctHLlt.  Lc.:>m  '"'  Cvrntlt.><:tu.b.l•j  uuu  of  b'-H>du  U..tld  tH.n·vioes, 
taking account  of the nature  of the  goods  and services  and  of the 
persons  for whom  they are  intended. 
(ii)  The  consumer must  be  protected. against  the  consequences  of 
physical  injury caused by defective  products  and services supplied by 
manufacturers of goods  and  providers of services$ 
(iii)  Substances or preparations which may  form  part of or be  added 
to foodstuffs  should be defined and their use  regulated.,  for  example 
by  endeavouring to draw up in Community  ru.les,  clear a.ncl  preoise 
positive lists..  Any processing which  foodstuffs  may  u..""l.dergeo  should 
·also be defined and their use  regulated where this is required. to 
protect the  consumer. 
Foodstuffs  should not  be adulterated or contaminated.. by packaging or 
other materials with which they come  into contact?  by their environment, 
by the  conditions  in \vhich  they are transported or stored. or by 
persons  coming into contact  v.rith  them,  in such  a  way  that  they affect 
the health or safety of consumers  or otherwise -oecome  u.nfi  t  for 
consumption., _.7-
(iv)  Machines,  applia.nces  and electrical equipment  and  any other category 
of goods  which may  prejudicially affect  the health and safety of consumers 
either in themselves  or 'by  their use,  should be  covered by special  rules 
and be  subject to a  procedure  recognized or approved 'by  the public authorities 
(such as  type approval or declaration of conformity which harmonized 
standards  or rules)  to  ensure that  they a.re  safe for use  8 
( v)  Certain categories  of net-J  proo;iucts  1..rhich  may  prejudicially affect the 
health or safety of consumers  should be made  subject  to special 
authorization procedures  harmonized  throughout  the  Community. 
14.  Priority measure=s., 
On  the basis of the principles set out  above,  the Commission will  continue 
and  expand its activities in accordance with the guidelines set  out 
below,  its prime  objective being to make  consumer goods  and  services 
safer to use  and to  improve  consumersv  health; 
in  addition  ,  for goods  or services  which  appear on the market  or 
are developed in such  a  way  as to  jeopardize the. safe\;y or health of 
consumers,  the  Commission  reserves  the  possibility to  propose. suitable  measures, 
pursuant to these principles,  to supplement  the priority action already 
planned. 
·15.  1 o  Harmonization of  la~  _Q,!f  certa.ill, E£0ducts 
The  Community will continue its work  on harmonizing the laws  on certain 
products in order both to  encourage the free movement  of goods  and to 
regulate the marketing and use of substances or  products likely to affect 
the health or safety of consumers.  Harmonizing measures will cover,  as~. 
required,  the properties of products,  the notification or approval 
procedures 1  the methods  of,analysis and testing,  labelling and safety 
standardso  An  important - and  permanent  - feature of these activities 
stems  from  the application of directives already in force or to be - 8-
actopted  o.s  the p:cograrrune  is ::.mplerr1ented.,  'I'his  particul<:·  .  .r.ly  concerns  the 
0ommi tte8e  on adaptation to techr..ical  :progl'ess  -. 
Harmonization will be directed chiefly towards  the  fo:i.lowinp: types  of 
product: 
(a)  Foodstuffs  -
ThP.i  Community has  developed  hvo  types  of action with  regard to foodstuffs: 
ho:c-izontal 1  that  is.;  general measures  on a.dditives 7  materials  and objects 
w-rdch  come  :i.n.to  contact  w:i. th foodstuffs  and  special  foods; .··  and vertical, 
that  is?  measures  on  ~pecif:i.c products., 
The  Commission will continue its work in this field: 
(:L)  by monitoring the application of directives adopted,  especially aB 
regards their adaptation to scientific  cu~d technical progress;  in 
particular,  the directive  on the labelling,  presentation and  advertising 
of foodstuffs,  which  concerns both  consumer b.ec;.l th a.nd.  consumer 
information,  will be  implemented in full,  particularly as  regards 
the ban on misleacUng  claims  r  tbe  irJ.gred.:;.ents  of alcoholic beverages, 
derogations  f:r0ro  the  requirement  to list ingredients ancl  to sta-te  the 
date of minimurn  durability  of prod.u.cts; 
(ii)  by  introducing further measures  on,  for example,  flavouring,  surface 
sprays used on fruit  and  vegetables~ baby foods  and deep-frozen 
foods,  and  pesticide  residues  ;  . 
(i:i.i)  by putting forward  suitable proposals  when public health problems 
arise unexpectedly  (as has  already occurred with erucic acid, 
vinyl  chloride monomer  residues  and  saccharine); 
(iv)  by  contributing  to  the-standardization activities  in  the  Codex  Alimentarius 1  (b)'  Cosmetics  •  7· 
- 9 -
Jhe  Council  Directive  of  July  27,  1976,  relativ~ to  cosmetic· prod~cts  (76/768/CEE) enu-
merates.a  number  of  tasks of  a  scientific and  technical  natur~ which  will  be 
continued  ;  these. include  notably  :. 
(i)  definitively to  permit  or prohibit  the substances listed in 
Annex  IV  to the Directive which are at  present provisionally 
allowed; 
(ii)  to decide,  on  the  basis  of  ~he  Latest  research 
findings,  positive 'lists of substances which may  be used to  mru<e 
antioxidants,  preservatives,  hair tints and ultraviolet· filters, 
trueing into acoount.the  problemo  connected with sensitizing 
substances; 
(iii.)  to  adn.p'l;  tho  Dirootive to technical progress,  particularly by 
int  :colluc:ing  obhu  111ethcus  oi'  wu1.lyois  necessary for checking the 
composition of cosmetic products,  by determining criteria of 
microbiological  and  chemical  purity and methods  for checking 
compliance with these criteria,  and possibly by amending Annex  II 
to the Directive,  which lists substances  which  cosmetic products 
must  not  contain  • 
. 18 .( o)  Textiles 
With  regard to the safety of textiles, the  Commission will study problems 
of textile inflammability,  with particular reference to health risks 
caused by the use of  fir~proofing substances. 
The  Commission will .likewise  examine  risks arising from  the use of raw 
materials or other substances  suoh as  colouring agents. - 10  -
19~  (d)  Toys 
The  work  now  in hand will be. co.ntinued and directi  vt::s  will  'oe  draft~d up 
on the physical  and mechanical  safety  1  inflammability,  to:.dci ty and 
electrical safety of toys.,  The  Commission  ~"l'ill  also  check that  Community 
measures  are being applied in Member States and J?rovide  ·~he necessary 
scientific and technical  assistance. 
Several directives have been adopted  011  pharmaceutical  prod;.;.cts  for human 
use,  particularly on  conditions  of marketing,  provisions  on standards  and 
protocols  and  i;he  coloring agents used.  Two  draft  directives  arc  now 
being discussed  on  phannaceu.tical products  for veterinary us-e  Hhich may  hav( 
indirect  influences  on human  health.  The  Commission will  pv..t  up  to 
the Council  a.  proposal  for a  directive  on the advertising of pharmaceutical 
products. 
The  Commission will  continue its work  on dangerous  subst~~ces 
for which  -there  are  already directives  on classification,  labelling, 
packaging and use,  and will  concentrate  OL  da..'l'lgerous  preparations,.  In  parb 
Lar,  the  Commission ·will  study  the  problems  of  security associated  with  the 
9f  household  products  and.~ill, if necessary,  present  appropriate  proposals. 
21.1(f)  Manufactured  products 
The  Commission  will  continue  its work  on  motor  vehicuLe  composants  and  other 
manufactured  products  susceptible of  affecting the  safety  and  health  of  con~ 
22.  ALL  this  work  will  be  carried  out  with  the  help  of  the  most  reliable  and 
·advanced  scientific  and  technical  expertise available.  The  Commission  will 
thus  continue  to  consult  the  scientific  committees  on  foodstuffs,  feedingstL 
pesi~~ides, cosmetology,  toxicology  and  ecotoxicology. - 11 ·-
23.  2.  Monitoring the .9:1::al i ty of 2roducts 
Implementation of measures  concerning the protection of consumer health 
and safety,  for which  the  laHs  have  al~eady been harmonized  (food 
addj_ tives  1  cosmetics  and pesticides)  requires that  the national  authorities 
supervising their application must  constantly improve the  methods useds 
in line with industrial  developments  and the  advance  of scientific 
knowledge.  There  are  largely similar problems  in making such  improvements 
in all  -~he Member States,  particularly when  it comes  to working  out  >1a;!S 
and means. 
The  Community  should therefore draw up  a  list of difficulties or 
shortcomings  and try to  overcome  them by,  for  example,  developing  more  effect·ive 
control  methods, 
laboratories. 
or by  th<::!  exchange  of experts or information between 
To  this end,  the  Commission will organize meetings between  representatives 
of specialized laboratories in ll!ember  States and,  if need be, will  submit 
sui  table proposals to the  Couricil  ~The Commission will continue to examine the 
results of studies in different fields likely to further  the cause of product 
safety and,  where appropriate,  will  take steps to coordinate and encourage such 
24.  3.  Information  on zroducts  studies. 
To  comply with the principles set  out  above,  the fullest  and most  objective 
information possible must  be  available  on  the various aspects of product 
__ _l?afe~y.  This  information should suggest  the direction the  work  should 
take by facilitating the  selection of priorities. 
25.  To  this end,  the  Commission has  already sent to the Council  a  proposal  for 
a  decision setting up  a  Community  information system on accidents involving 
'  products,  excluding occupational  and  road accidents, as  a  means  of compiling 
detailed statistics.  In conjunction with this measure,  the  Commission 
will make  suitable proposals for the collection of objective  and detailed 
documentation  on the properties of products likely to affect the health 
and safety of consumers,  by making  a  survey of existing data bank systems, ,..  12  -
encouraging their development  a."'ld  facilitating access to them.  For 
these prod.ucts,the  Commission will  also consider,  together with  supervisory 
bodies  in the  Member  States, the possibility of publishing certain findings 
from  time to time. 
26.  The  Commission will  also propose  a  system  at  Community  level  for the 
rapid. exchange  of informati  m::  on  dangers  arising f'rorn  the use  of consumer 
goods.  Under  such  a  system,  ar~ Member  State learning of an  immediate 
danger on its territory caused by  the use  of  a  specific product 
(contaminated foods,  products with  a  ma:nufacturing defect)  ~10uld at  once 
inform the  Commission  and the  other Member States.  The public  could 
then be  informed promptly throughout  the  Community  and the product  could 
be withdrawn or modified if necessary.  For this purpose  there should 
be  a  simple  and  rapid Community-wide  system for \vi thdrawing  from the 
market  products  found  to be  dangerous to the health  and safety of 
consumers.  The  Commission will  study how  the  system could be  set up 
and will  make  suitable proposals -·13-
27.  B.  PROTECTION  OF  THE  ECONOMIC  INTERESTS  OF  CONSUMERS 
Principles 
·The  preliminary programme  set  out  a  number  of principles which are still 
relevant: 
(i) Purchasers  of goods  or services should be protected against the  abuse 
of power by the  seller,  in par·l;icular against  one-aided standard 
contracts,  the unfair exclusion of essential rights in contracts, 
harsh conditions of credit,  demands  for p~ent for unsolicited 
goods  and  against high-pressure selling methods., 
(ii) The  consumer  should be protected against  damage  to his  economic 
interests caused by defective products  or unsa~isfactor,y servicese 
(iii) The  presentation and promotion of goods  and services,  including 
financial  services, should no·l;  be designed to mtslead,  either directly 
or indirectly,  the person to whom  they are  offered or by  whom  they 
have been requested. 
(iv)  No  form  of  advez~ising -visual or aural  - should mislead the potential 
buyer of the  product or service.  An  advertiser in any  medium  should 
be  able to justify, by appropriate means,  the validity of any claims 
he makese 
(v)  All  information provided on  labels at the point  of sale  or in 
advertisements must  be  accurate. 
(vi)  The  consumer is entitled to reliable after-sales service for consumer 
durables including the provision of  spare parts required to carry out 
repairs. 
(vii)The  ranqe  of  goods  available  to  consumers  should  be  such  that  AS  far  as 
'pu~sible  cv .. :;u!ne_rs  ar.~  offered  an  adequate  cho_fce..  - . 
2&  On  the basis of these principles  and pursuant to the preliminary programme, 
the  Commission  has  already carried out or made  plans for measures,  some  of 
whidh must  be  continued or expanded. rr\ additio!'"l,  because  of  the  growth  in  the_· 
..:1uu.ber  alld  :tl".e  . 
imnortance ot  serv1 ces  as  a  proportion of  household  e_xpenses  a_~d- of,  t_~e  op~ni_,na_ 
of state frontiers  to  an  increasing  number  of  them. 
there  should  be  some  reinforcement  of 
consumer  protection  in  this  sector~ notably_ in the  matter of quality of  s~rvices 
and  their price trahSP<t"ency. - 14  -
29.  Continuation  of  actions  envisaged  in the  preliminary  programme 
1)  The  Commission  has  already  taken  certain  initiatives  with  a  view 
to  applying  the  principles  recalled  above.  particularly by 
presenting  proposals  for  direct1ves  which  are still  in  discussion 
in  the  Council  at  the  t1me  or  adoption of  this  proaramme. 
The  following  are  the  texts  concerned  : 
- a  proposal  for  a  directive  on  the  establishment  of  r.nntracts 
away  from  business  pre_mises,  sent  to the  Councjl  on  17.1._77 
-_a  proposal  for  a  directive  on  misle_a_gin.g  and  unfair advertising_, 
~ent to the  C9uncil  on  1~~-Za 
-a proposal .for  a  directive on  the  pr:_otection  of participants 
_in  study  courses  by  correspond!?nce,  sent  to _the  Counci I.  on__8_._8.77_ 
-a proposal  for  a  directive  on  the  approximation of  Law~. 
r~gulations and  administr_ative  provisions  of  Member  states 
_in  the  matter  of  Liabi L  i!y  f<?r.  defect_ive  products,  sent  to  the 
Council  on_  9.9.76 
-_a  proposal  for  a  directiv~. on  the__  approximat_io~_of  Laws, 
requlati<?ns  and  administrative_  provi~_i_ons of Member  state~ 
in  c~gard to  consumer  credit,_sent  to ~heSoyncil on  27.2.79. 
jQ.  2)  In  addition  to  the _tasks  i_t  must  9_i scha rge  i !l_  ensur inq  the 
_application of  t_hese  direct iv_es  followi_ng  their adopt ion  by  the 
Cou~cil of  Minis~er,_the  Co~mission will  pursue  the  actions 
envisaged  in  the  1975  programme  which,  for  want  of  time  and 
the  necessar~ resources,  it has  not  been  able  to bring  to 
conclusion  in the  context  of that  programme  notably  in  regard 
to  certain  unfair  commercial  practices. 
The  Commission  has  already  started work  on  unfair  terms  in 
contracts,  with  the  help of government  experts,  as  a  basis  for  a 
Community  measure.  Meanwhile,  Legislation  has  been  introduced  in 
several  Member  States,  and  the  Commission  considers  that  the  first 
step  should  be  to draft  a ,-d1S"C:us-sfon  pa-pe_r  ___ fn-wh'ic.h -i-t-wilT "set- "out 
all  the  problems  which  this  subject  involves  and  the various 
options  open  with  a  view  to  harmonizing  those  aspects  of competition 
which  may  be  affected  by  discrepencies  in this area.  After  wide-
. ranging ·.consultations  on  this  d_iscussion  -pap~r,.the  Commission  will 
·put  forward  suitable proposals.  ··  ., I 
However,  considering the provisions in force  in Member  States  and the 
current market  situation,  the  Commission ;does  not  at  present  consider  that- prio-
rity measures  on  premium  offers are  necessary at  Community  level~ 
3.1  3.  The  Commission will  continue_ its efforts to promote the more  general 
economic interests of consumers  in order better to satisfy this individual 
and collective needs  and enable  them to obtain better value for money  for 
the  goods  and services supplied. 
The  work  done  by the  Community  on  competition, pursuant to Articles  85 
and 86  of the Treaty establishing the IDlropean Economic  Community, contribute 
;for their part,  to  this  end  to the  extent  that  they  counteract  certain business 
practices  capable  of  having  a  detrimental  effect  on  consumer  prices or  that 
they  tend  to  avoid  their  occurrence~ 
Under the  common  agricultural policy,  the  Commission has  taken into 
consideration the effects on  consumers  of the  common  farm prices  and 
the level  of supplies  on the  Community  market  on  the  iBterest  of  consumers,  as 
envisaged  among  the  6bjectives of  Article  39  of  the  EEC  Treaty.  The  Comh1ission 
has  consulted  consumers  vJhen  drawing  up  the  price proposals  for  the  Council.-
-rhe  Commission  will  ~onti~~e to' take  consumer  interests  into account  in  the 
implementation  of  this policy. 
flb:J::"e9ve,r  it  is  necessary  tp env1 sr:~g_e_  ~he C<?nsumer  in  a  ~_ont_ext 
~arger than  the  protection of_  theH"  _l~al and  econom1c  ir_:-te_!"est<>, 
in  th"'  s_trict  sense  nf  those  terms.  It is appropriate  in particular 
to  consider  the  economic  impact  wit~ changes  i~  lif~style resulting  from  the 
scarcity of  certain  ressources,  from  the  reducti6~ in  working  hours,  and  from 
·other- social  ;;~nd  P.con_omi c  developments,  can  have  on  patterns of  consumption.  The 
Commission  will  encourage  studies  intended to develop  its reflections  on  these 
matters.; 1n 
32.  4)The  Commission  will  also  study  the  repercussions  of  the  use  of 
new  technologies  in  the  fields  of  data  processing  and  telecommu-
nications  on  the  relations  in  the  producer-distributor-consumer 
chain  and  will  present,  if  the  case arises,  appropriate  proposals 
taking  account  particular-ly. of  experience  in  the  United  States 
in  this  regard. 
3 3..  Ex,.Eartsion  of Community action on services 
Services account  for a  growing proportion of economic activity in 
the Member  States  of the  Community:  they employ  on average about 
half the working population and are a  field •mere manpower  often 
represents  a  high  proportion of added value.  The term  ~•services" 
in fact  covers a  very wide  range  of activities where  productivity 
varies considerablyo  However,  it is possible to identify three 
broadly common  features: 
(i)  expenditure  on services is increasing rapidly in absolute 
terms  and as a  proportion of the household budget; 
( ii)  whereas the quality and performance  of industrial products 
can be defined more  or less objectively,  any assessment  of 
the quality of a  service is often more  subjectivep  so that 
comparison becomes  more  diffic1.1l  t; 
(iii) a.  J.arge  - sometimes the largest -proportion of service 
activities consists  o:f  collective services  !  ...  'here thEt  public 
sector or the  C[ll.a.Si~publio  sector has  a  near monopoly  on 
supply and where  ma.rket  forces  operate  only pa.rtially, 
as  regards both the fixing  of'  prices a.nd determination of 
the quality of the service offe:r-ed.o 
'l'he  Cmr;mission will  put  forward proposals in the :folloi-Jinii; three· 
a.reasr  trJhic1h  have  distinctive  cha.racteristios~ 17 
34.  a)  commercial  services  connected  with  products 
·The  terms  of after-sales  service  for  consumer  durables  are of 
particular  importance,  especially as  certain goods  are  now  being 
used  over  Longer  periods.  In  view  of this,  the  Commission  will 
examine  ways  of  improving  the  quality of after-sales  service, 
in particular as  regards  the  guarantee  period,  wider  us~ of  fixed 
estimates,  the drawing  up  of  detailed  invoices and  product 
transport  and  out-of  service  costs,.:'  and  tb~. availability of  replacement  parts. 
~!he Commission  will  study  the  means  necessary  for  this purpose,  with  a  view 
. to improving  conditions  of  ~1arranty and  after_-sales  service either  by  legis-
lation  or,-~here the  6ase  arises,  by  agreement  between  representatives  of 
·producers  and  consumers  notab_L_y  by  the  imf?rovement  of  cbnt ract  cLauses. 
Priority will  be  given  to  warranties  and  services  associated  with  motor 
vehicl~s and  household  appliances. 
·.·- -~ ,....,  ,. ...  -·-~ 
·3~  b)  commercial  services  not  connected  with  products 
This  heading  covers  a  wide  variety of  activities of  increasing 
importance  in meeting  the  needs  of  consumers,  both  ind~viduals 
and  collective.  The  Commission  will  carry  out  studies  o·n  the 
development  of  these  services~and how  they are  provided.  I  necessary, 
the  Commission  ~ill put  proposals  to the  Council  to  improve  the 
~eneral conditions  under  which  these  services are provided.Pr\ority 
will  be  given  to  services  Linked  with  movement  of  pe_rsons,  goo_ds 
and  _,~apit~.  ----·- -- · 
-~  ----- -
.36.  c)public  and  quasi-public  services 
In  most  cases,  the  prices  and  quality of  public  and  quasi-public 
services are  not  de~ermined by  consumers  but  by  the administrative 
authorities  responsible.  The  best  course  of actiqn  in  these areas 
is to  encourage  the authorities  concerned  to  consult  consumers 
and  users.  To  this end,  the  Commission  will: 17bis 
-prepare a  report  on  cons~me.r  representation vis-a-vis  the 
public  services,'conce~~~atin~ on  those  s~rvices having  an  in-
ternational  character,  with  a  view  to putting  forward  proposals 
if need  be; 
- endeavour  to  encourage  consultation  between  the main  public 
services  and  administrative authorities and  consumer  repre-
sentives. -18 
37.  C.  AQYJCE,  ASSISTANCE  A1JD  RJ.giT  TO  SEEK  LEGJ'ili  RE..l',fEDY 
Princi·oles 
The  preliminary programme  st'Jtes that "consumers  should receive  advice 
and help in respect  of  complaints  and  of injury or damage  resulting 
from  purchase  or use  of defective  goods  or unsatisfactory services" 
and that  nconsumers  are  also entitl-ed. to proper redress for such injury 
or damage  by means  of  swift,  effective  and  inexpensive  procedures". 
In 1975  the  Commission held a  symposium  on  legal  and extra-legal means 
of consumer protection which  investigated in particular: 
systems  of assistance  and advice  in the Member  States, 
systems  of redress,  arbitration and  the  amicable  settlement  of disputes 
in the  Member  States, 
the  laws  of the Member  States relating to consumer protection in the 
courts,  particularly the various means  of recourse  and procedures, 
including actions brought by  consumer associations or other bodies, 
systems  and  laws  of the kind referred to above  in certain third 
countries. 
Suggestions put  forward at the  symposium  can be  classified under five 
heads: 
1.  the  need to improve  consumer  information and  education; 
2.  the need to set up conciliation bodies either to take  preventive 
action to put  an end to actionable practices by  amicable  arrangement, 
or to settle by mutual  agreement  disputes  between  consumers  and 
tradesmen or  s~ppliers of services; 
3.  th~ setting up  of arbitration bodies; 
4.  the  simplification of legal  procedures for settling disputes  over 
small  sums  of  money; 
5·  assigning responsibility for  consumer protection to consumer groups, 
-pub~ic authorities or institutions like  the  ombudsman. : 19 
This matter has already been the subject of a  most constructive 
debate in the Economic  and  Social Committee and Parliament. 
Although limited,  the Communiy's  action in this area will seek to 
make  a  useful contribution to the implementation of suggestions made 
in these papers.  The  work  done by the Council of Europe on legal aid 
will also be drawn upon,  as well  as the studies lm.dertaken by_  the  European 
University Institute of Florence. 
3S.Priority measures 
The  Commission will continue to study procedures  and channels for 
obtaining legal remedy in the Member  States,  particularly the right of 
consumer associations to institute a  civil action,  the simplification 
of court procedures and  the processing of individual petitions,  the 
development of amicable settlement procedures and the admissibility 
of proceedings against the public  auL~orities. It will publish a  dis-
cussion paper on all these matters,  taking into account the different 
systems,  schemes  and the procedures applied in the Manber  States. 
The  Commission will also continue to encourage national or local 
schemes  facilitating consumers'  access to the courts and  the 
settlement of the more common  or minor disputes,  and will publish 
the results. -2o 
. 39.  DG  CONSUMER  INFORM.AIJ.
1ION  .AND  EDUCATION 
------ w:;:a:d 
.Q.2!:1_sumer  information 
frincipleas 
As  the  preliminary  oroqramme  specified, 
·~rr~Cle:rit -iruormation -shoula. ·be  available to the purchaser of goods  or 
services to enable  him: 
to assess  the  basic features  of the  goods  and  services offered,  such as 
the nature,  quality,  quantity and price; 
to. make  a  rational  choice  between competing products and  services; 
to use  these  products and  services  safely and to his satisfaction; 
to claim redress for any injury or damage  resulting from  the  product 
supplied or services  received~' 
To  this end,  the  Commission  has  sent to the Council  two  proposals for 
directives:  ·one  on  the  labelling,  presentation and advertising of 
foodstuffs  (adopted by the  Counci~ in December  1978)  and the  other on  the 
marking of the prices of foodstuffso  Directives  on  the  labelling of 
textiles and control  of textile mixtures have  also been approved by the 
Council. 
After  examining the feasibility and value  of drawing up  general rules  on. 
labelling for all mass-consumption non-food products,  the Commission 
considers that it would  be  more  useful to work  out  rules for each specific 
category of products  so that they are more  directly related to the 
properties of each produoto 
.  :4-0"  Priority measures 
Under this programme,  the  Commission  will take the  following  measures~ 
(i) include  in any proposals  on  given products or services  which it puts 
up to the Council special provisions to take  account  of their specific 
properties,  with  the  aim  of guaranteeing that the  consumer receives 
proper information on  the properties and the quality of the  goods  ~d 
services  supplied.  In particular,  the Commission 111ill  continue  i ts-·work 
on textiles; (ii) organize  meetings  and  consultation between  consumer representatives, 
produce-rs,  distributers and  suppliers  of services as  a  means  of 
promoting the  introduction and development  of a  voluntary labelling 
system or of any  other voluntary means  (like instructions for use  or 
packaging)  of informing consumers  about  the  capabilities of certain 
kinds  of products or services,  ___  -_· 
~ 
'(iiir~-n~our~ge cooperation between oooies carrying out  comparative  tests, 
particularly in respect of tests on  products  and services available 
in several Member  States at the  same  time; 
(iv) conduct  a  more  general .information campaign  on national  and 
Community activities which are directly or indirectly relevant to the 
interests of consumers: 
•  regularly publishing press releases,_holding briefing' sessions for 
.radio and television reporters and for the  specialized press of 
consumer associations; 
•  by organizing meetings  of ·consumer  organizati-ons to discuss  the  , · 
development  of the  consumer movement  in Europe  and of consumer protection 
in the  Community_; 
•  by publishing a  periodical report  on the state of  consumer protection 
in the  Community which will cover the work  done  in this field and 
the  development  of the  consumer movement  at Community  and national 
level. 
'41.  L1.  implementing this programme 7  particular attention will be  paid to pricing 
information.  This is essential if competition is to function properly, 
which itself can be  expected to have  a_positive effect in attenuating 
i~flationary trends. 
I-t  is important that as far as  possible the market itself should be  so 
s-tructured as  to facilitate the  adjustment  of demand  to price changes, 
above  all by increasing transparencyo  The  assumption that  consumers are 
capable  of rational  decisions implies that action should be  -taken in three 
directions: 
(1) Within  the  framework  of  its general  information 
'endeavour  to  implement  soe-cffic  a~tlons wnereby 
informed  o~ the  present  Lommunity  programme.  nf 
tne·  resuLt<;  ci'btair,ed  trom  fts.appl1cation-~-
policy,  the  Commission  will 
the  q-enera(  pubLic  can  be 
th~ activities  undertcike~ and-·  -·  .  -- ·22_-
(i) the  consumer  should be  informed on  the value for rnoney  of 
products and  services on  offer by means  of fuller information on 
products,  'ft!ider  publication of the  results of compara.ti  ve  tests and 
the uncovering of artificial differentiation of products; 
(ii) the  consumer  should be  informed about prices themselves  by 
the  regulations  on  prices marking: 
improvement  of 
(iii') the  consumer  should be  informed on  price variations,  particularly 
in the localities accessible to him,  by  promotion of local or 
regional  schemes  for this purpose. 
4.2·  In order to achieve this aim,  the Commission will take  the  following specific 
steps& 
(i) it will  continue its surveys  on prices and distribution networks and 
the  publication of  their--·resttlts.  .  .. 
(ii) it will encourage  schemes  to improve  local or regional  information 
on  pric~s and price comparisons; 
(iii) .It  will  anal~se the  results.of price  sur.ve.ys.  of  consumer  products  and 
.~f  certain  servi~es.and ~ill, if necessary,  ~~udy price  disp~rities found 
:and their origin. 
----- ~- ...  - . -- ·- -- -- ····--· -- ..  -----.  ·---- .---··--------- ~-·----·-; ------.  -.  -.  ---:------· 
-----·------·--------
4~.  Consumer ·eaucation  __ _ 
Under  the  preliminary programme,  the Commission has  assembled extensive 
information on  consumer  education in sohoole in the Member  States and 
held a  symposium  in London  on  the subject.  The  symposium  aonfirmed·,' 
the  relevance  of the principles adopted and the action planned under the 
preliminar,y  programme~ -23  -
l. _Principle 
_;fn  this ar§!a  of  po_l~cy,  t!'le  __ prelimine3!V progr-amme .s.ta·tes_: 
11  Facilities should be  made  availab!e to ch:Lldren  as well  as to young people 
and adults to educate. them  to act as discriminating consumers,  capable 
of making an informed choice  of  goods  and. services and.  conscious of their 
rights and responsibilitieso  To  this end,  consumers  should,  in particular, 
possess a  basic knowledge  of the principles of modern  economics. ir 
5  ~  Priority measures 
The  Commission will continue  to carry out pilot schemes  on  consumer 
education in. schools,  coopera·ting with the  a.uthori ties responsible  in 
Member  States· on the  preparation of teaching aids and for use in 
secondary schools and  even in primary schools,  if possible. 
It will also continue its work  on  a  teacher training programme. 
The  Commission will. present  to the Council  a  communicati.on  on  consumer 
education in schools,  particularly the  organization and content  of 
syllabuses,  teaching aids and.  methods  and. teacher training. 
It will look into possibilities in. adult educationv  particularly-the idea 
of televised courses. for t:d:_:icials- a.nd  members  of consumer associations  •.. - 24  -
}i_!?_roader  _qg_ncept. _  _p_f_ the  CQIJ.iUJ..!Il~r  as_ .Q  oartner  in_t_ht- economic  rro_<;._BS:!:' 
The  preliminary programme  gave  priority to measures  to protect  consumer 
interests.  As  it took practical shape,  the  idea gradually came  to the 
forefront  that the  consumer  should lllOre  anti  more  be  seen as  arpa'rtner---~:.!9 the 
whole  productive/distributive process. 
47.  This  conclusion is based on  a  number  of  considerati_ons  .• 
The  first is the value  of dialogue  between  consumers  and producers/retailers 
and between  consumers  and the public authori:ties.  This-becomes  obvious 
once  we  recognize that in our society new  directions in economic  and 
social policy must  as far as possible  be  the  result  of consultation between 
economic  partner  including consumers'  representatives;  and that 
henceforward consumption shouid no  longer be  regarded merely as  a  variable 
affecting economic  development. 
The  second consideration is the  closer cooperation of associations which  can 
d.efend  consumer-s 9  interests and  play an active part in trying to achi.eye 
'that vi  tal balance  beh1een  the~ ·partner  __ in  __ th~_ eCOr"!Omy;,·  It  must  be 
r-ecognized that action by the  individual  consumer- is not likely to have 
much  effect  on  the mass  mar-ket  wher-e  he  exercises his  choice~ while 
excessive  grov,th in the regulatory powers  available  to public authorities 
and the  ever-increasing controls they imply can  only serve  to bureaucratize 
the  economy further and over-institutionalize ths relationships between the 
parties concerned. 
48.  Promotion of the c.onsumer ..  ···could be. based":·' 
on the following: 
development  of procedures for consulting consumer associations by the 
public authorities both with  regard -to  users of public services and when 
preparing fax~reaching economic decisions; -zs 
development  of  a  dialogue  between  consumer associations and  producers• 
and distributors'  organizations·  __________________ _ 
~- ---~----- ~  ·-- --·---·-··  ... - - - --·--·  ----· ·--- ---- ---·--··  -.  .  .. . 
more  aid to organizations which represent  consumers,  including the 
provision of means  for training their officials and .improving their 
technical facilities. 
'49.  Prio-rity mcnr::u.rcn 
Under thio progrumrne,  the  Comwi8sion will  take  the  following measureo: 
it vrill  send the Council  a  communication  on  the  representation of 
consumer associations,  criteria for representation and  the  approval 
procedures  alrea~ operating in Member  States or which should be 
encouragedo  At  the  same  time it will give details on the extent of 
conslli~er representation within the  Community; 
it will continue  to gurantee  proper representation of consumers  on the 
specialized advisory corrmittees  set up  by the  Commission; 
it will continue,  and  v-;here  possible  increase,  its aid to European 
consumer associations in order to give  them  a  better hearing,  and it 
will also undertake  to organize  seminars for training officials from 
__ these associations,·  particularly on the  subject of  common  policies; 
it will encourage  consultation between European  organisations  representative 
.  - ....  .  ...  - ····- . 
. of consumers  .•  and  t_he  __  di  ~~~-~r~nt_busin~.S.~. interests  conc_er_o~d  wi:t['l  r~ga_:d -~o 
:mafte'r's• of-.'co-inmcin'  i nt·e-rest;  ·- ··--·--·------
---~  ..  -~-- ...  ...  .  ,-
.. ---·- -·-- ··-·-- -----~---··-- -·---
(; 
- it wiLL  endeavour  to  promote  adequate  r_eprese_ntatio!l  of  consumers  in  standards 
_organi sat  i ons_o 26 
ANNEX 
SDJCE  1  7)  IN THE  l"IELD·  OF  CONSUWIT~R PROT!!:Crl'ICi·f  AND  INFOR1\'!.A'1:IOlq 
The  most  importa..-·1t  \-Jork  carried. out  at  Community  level u.'"lder the European 
·Co!Th'1lunity's  consumer  prQtection and  information policy  and  ~he re·sults 
obtained are ·described  belot-1  under the five basic rights listed: in the 
Preliminary Progrc:unme. 
A.  PROTECTION  OF  CONS1J1'-'lER .  HE'td.TH  A1ill  SARETY 
The  Co'imcil  has  adopted  sdrne  3"5  directives  and is discussing several 
.  . ..  . 
other  proposals,  both under the  progr~e to  remove  technical  barr,iers 
and  under the preliminary  consumer  protection andinformation programme. 
These direct:i,ves  concern: 
(i)  Foodstuffs:  sin~e.l976 tho Councilhas adopted  several  directive~, 
including  a  Directive  on  the labelling of foodstuffs  and  Directives 
on the  composit;i.on  of foodstuffs  and materials which  come  into 
contact  Hith them. 
(ii)  Cosmetics:  in 1976  the Cou.'1cil  ad'optcd  a  Directive  on the 
composition,  labelling. and  packaging of cosmetics listing 361 
prohibited substances  and  providing for the  g.cad.ual  establisb.ment 
of j)ositive lists. 
(iii)  .3,:;fc;'L;Y'  in th0  u:so  of r>roducts:  a  Directive  on the marketing  and 
uco  of  cer:tai:n  dw1ge:r·o'L~G  substances. was  adopted. in 1976  and  several 
pr'oposals  are  being prepared  on household products and toys  .. 
The  Com:nission  has  also  sent  the  Council  a proposal  to  set  up  a.J,1 
information system .for  accidents  in the home  .. 
In carrying out this 'ivork1  the .Commission has  consul  ted the  several 
specialized  committees  which it (lad  set up.  These  include·the 
Sc~entific  Corr~ittee for Foodstuffs,  the  Scientific Corrilllittee  for 
Feedi;ngstuffs,  the  Adv:i.sory  Committee  on Foodstuffs,  the Scientific 
Committee  on Cosmetics  and  the Scientific Committee  on Pesticideso Bo  PROTECTION"  OF  COHSW,iERS'  LEG 1'lL  .A.ND  EC01WiftiC  TNTERESTS 
Several proposals for directives Hhich could  have  an  appreciable effect 
on the protection of  consumer interests are being discussed  by  the 
. Council  7  on the follovTing  subjects: 
sales negotiated  a\vay  from  business premises; 
home  study courses; 
~ misleading or unfair advertising; 
product  liability 
The  Commission recently presented  a  proposal  concerning consumer  credit. 
C~  REDRESS  The  Commission organized a  symposium towards the  end of  1975  whic 
exa.llined the possibi-lities open to  consumers for  seeking legal remedies 
and  the means for making it easier for them to bring cases before  a  court 
of  lmv.  The  Co~mission has  continued its study of the various national 
systems  and  grants limited financial  support to  a  number  of practical 
experiments in the Hember  States. 
D..  CONSUT:IER  EDUCATIOX  Atm  DTFORJ,1ATION 
The  Commission  has  launched  a  vJide  range  of measures: 
( i) consumer  :i.nformation  on  the  characteristics of i)roducts:  a  proposal 
for  a  Directive,  already mentioned,  on the labelling and  presentation 
of  food.F.:tu.ff:3  and  a  proposal :for  a  Directive on the  consumption  of 
(ii) 
• 
energy  havo  been  cent  to the  Cow·1eil,  a.nd  several  texts~  concerning 
in particular textiles and  d.a:ngerous  products,  are novr  in preparation; 
CONST.IT~JER  DD?OPJ\It~TIOl'T  ON"  Th---:8  FORl':TATION  OJ"  PRICES:  - -
a  Dirocti\re  on the 
marking  and  display of the prices of :foodstuffs  was  sent to the Council 
in May  1977  and will  shortly be  adopted.  by  the Council. 
Various  Commission clepartments  have  Gollaboratecl  in a  s-...u-vey  on prices 
and  commercial  margins  ;.-vhich  will  be  used  as  a  basis  f'Oi:>  a  study of 
-the  conditions governing the formation of prices of certain corrunon 
consumer  goods~ (iii)  A  SYJ·.WOSILJIIi  ON'  CON'SU1\18R  Th"FORJ'ftATION,  held  by  ·the  Commission  in 
1977,  provided the opportunity for  a  constructive dialogue  betvreen 
_:trade  organizations and  consumer representatives. 
· (iv)  General  information:  the Commission  continued to  supply information 
about  measures  ta...~en in the  consumers'  interest to members  of 
parlic~ent,  jo~~nalists and radio  and television producers  and 
:published several documents  and periodicals,  including the weekly 
I!\,.r·)forum.  A  surve,y  of 10 000  consuHlers  was  conducted in  -··- ... ,  .  .---..  '·· 
Oc-:.o·b.;~r 19'75  to obtain a  better picture of their opinions, 
behavi~}ur· and rie;sires. 
\ 
(~)  Consumer  education in schools:  the Commission is preparing 
monographs  on. the Member  St,ates  and  convened  a  sen~\.nar in London 
in 1977,  vrhich v-ras  attended by more than eighty  tea~hers,  experts 
and representatives of  consumer organizations.  an'\~1e basis of 
.\ 
the  conclusions of this seminar, .the Commission  estab~~~e~ed a 
net1>rork  of pilot schools in collaboration with the  autho1:n. ties of 
.  '\ 
the '.Member  States  ar.d  set up  a.  working group  on the traini:,ng of 
teachers in consumer protection. 
E.  Con~::umcr reprcr;cntation:  in 1973  the  Commission set  up  a  Consumers 
Consultative Committee  and provides kno-w-how  and material aid for its 
operation:  sixty or  so  meetings  of the full Committee  or its Steering 
Corruni ttce together -vTith  around  twenty vlOrking groups  have  produced. 
thir~y opinions i·Ihich  have  been  sent  to the Commission.  . The  Conunission 
also  organized  a  symposium  of national  consumer  organizations in 1976. 
Finally, it has given subsidies totalling 1  280  000  EUA  (.Bfrs  61  000 000) 
to the European  consumer  organizations,  which have  been used to prepare 
studies and reports. _J.9-
:Besides  delivery of opinions  on  t}-,e  Commiss:i.o1~ 9 s proposals, ·the E-uropean 
Pa.rliai-:J.·znt. and  the Economic  ancl  Social  COJ;uni ttee have  held.  debates  on  ·~he 
broad direction of  consur:1er  pro·~ection a:..1cl  inform;:rtj.on policy  ir..  tt.e 
Commur,ity  7  a.:-1ci  drafted rE:ports  on  specific  ru~eas Hhich the  neH  prograrr::ns 
vJill take into  account  o 
Furthermore,  the large  nurr:l)er  of v:ritten and.  oral  questions asked  by the 
members  of the European Parliaznent  ( •••••• written questions)  over the 
past four years bear witness to Parliament's interest in consumer 
protection activities  ~t  CoTlli--:mnity  level. 
Finally,  the  Commission  has  cooperated very  closely vri th the  Council  of 
Europe  and the  OECD.  It has also  had  occasion to establish useful 
contacts r,.Tith  the  appropriate  a~Athorities of the United States and  Sweden. DRJu.'"'T  COUNCIL  RESOWTION 
of 
cor.cernir~ the second progrrunme  of the  Euxopean  Economic  Community  for  a 
cor£umer protection and  information policy 
'I'lm  COUJWIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COl'll'MUNITIES, 
Having reea.rd to the Treaty establishing the  Euxopean Economic  Community, 
Having regard to the proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Havir..g  regard to the  Opinion of the European Parliament, 
Having ret::ard to the  Opinion of the  Economic  and  Social  Com.-nittee, 
\·!here as,  pursuant to Article  2  of the Treaty,  the task of the 
European Economic  Community  is to  promote  throughout  the  Community  a 
~•rmonious development  of economic activities,  a  continuous and balanced 
OApansion and an accelerated ~aising of the  standard of living; 
.  . 
Hhe::-eas  the  improvement  of the quality of life is one  of the tasks of the 
Community  and as  such  impl ie!3  protecting the health,  safety and economic 
interests of the  consumer; 
vlhereas  fulfilment  of this task. requires a  consumer  protection and  information 
policy to be  implemented'at  Community  level; 
'V,Thereas  the  Heads  of State or of Government  meeting in Paris on 
19  and  20 October 1972  confirmed this requirement  "cy  calling upon the 
institutions of the  Co~nities to strengthen and  coordina,te measures for 
consumer protection; .  . ... 
Hhereas the Council Resolution of 14  April  1975  provides for the  i~plementation 
of a  programme  of the European Economic  Community  for a  consumer protection 
and  information policyl;  · 
Whereas  the aims and principles of this policy have  already been approved 
by the Council; 
Whereas  the preliminary programme  of 14  April  1975  should be  brought  up to date 
to  ensure. the  continuity of the measures  alrea~  undert~(en and enable  new 
tasks to be undertaken in the years 1980 to  1985~ 
1 
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AP?R.OV.E~~ the .;-uidelines  sei:  o,_;_t  in the  e.r.nexe<l  action programme; 
:r;;:-lr~~s  t:..:c·:  v~(;  Commissj.:;.n  ·,·:ilJ.  su1~rnit  suit8.ble  ;ropo~:::l.ls  :fo-r  the  efff~CtiVtO; 
impl  emen:~at ion  oi'  'the  prc.g-:;:'."1~·~-ne i 
TTNDERTiJ\.ES  to  t:;;.Y:e  '3.  decision on these  pro;?osals w:i.t!1in  nine  months  from 
the  d~te of their submission by the Commission or,  as the  case  may  be,  froili 
the date  of transmission of the  Opinions  of the furopean Parliament  and the 
Economic  and Social  Committeeo 